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Incompressible laminar flow newtonian and non-newtonian fluids 4.1 Introduction and the basic equations The problems of incompressible flows dominate a large part of the fluid mechanics scene. For this reason, they are given special attention in this book and we devote two chapters to this subject. In the present chapter we deal with various steadystate and transient situations in which the flow is forced by appropriate pressure gradients and boundary forces. In the next chapter we shall consider free surface flows in which gravity establishes appropriate wave patterns as well as the so-called buoyancy force in which the only driving forces are density changes caused by temperature variations. At this stage we shall also discuss briefly the important subject of turbulence. We have already mentioned in Volume 1 the difficulties that are encountered generally with incompressibility when this is present in the equations of solid mechanics. We shall find that exactly the same problems arise again in fluids especially with very slow flows where the acceleration can be neglected and viscosity is dominant (so-called Stokes flow). Complete identity with solids is found here (namely Chapter 12, Volume I). The essential difference in the governing equations for incompressible flows from those of compressible flows is that the coupling between the equations of energy and the other equations is very weak and thus frequently the energy equations can be considered either completely independently or as an iterative step in solving the incompressible flow equations. T o proceed further we return to the original equations of fluid dynamics which have been given in Chapters 1 and 3; we repeat these below for problems of small compressibility. Conservation uf rnuss



and c2 = K / p where K is the bulk modulus. Here in the incompressible limit, the density p is assumed to be constant and in this situation the term on the left-hand side is simply zero.
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Conservation of momentum d U, dt



d



37ax;



-- - - ( u ; U ; ) + L - - - p g , dXj



ap dxi



In the above we define the mass flow fluxes as



ui= pui Conservation of energy is now uncoupled and can be solved independently:



In the above u; are the velocity components; E is the specific energy (c,T), p is the pressure, T is the absolute temperature, pg, represents the body force and other source terms, and T~ are the deviatoric stress components given by (Eq. 1.12b).



With the substitution made for density changes we note that the essential variables in the first two equations become those of pressure and velocity. In exactly the same way as these, we can specify the variables linking displacements and pressure in the case of incompressible solids. It is thus possible to solve these equations in one of many ways described in Chapter 12 of Volume 1 though, of course, the use of the CBS algorithm is obvious. Unless the viscosity and in fact the bulk modulus have a strong dependence on temperature the problem is very weakly linked with the energy equation which can be solved independently. The energy equation for incompressible materials is best written in terms of the absolute temperature T avoiding the specific energy. The equation now becomes simply



and we note that this is now a scalar convection-diffusion equation of the type we have already encountered in Chapter 2, written in terms of the variable temperature as the unknown. In the above equation, the last two work dissipation terms are often neglected for fully incompressible flows. Note that the above equation is derived assuming the density and c, (specific heat at constant volume) to be constants. In this chapter we shall in general deal with problems for which the coupling is weak and the temperature equations do not present any difficulties. However in Chapter 5 we shall deal with buoyancy effects causing atmospheric or general circulation induced by small density changes induced by temperature differences. If viscosity is a function of temperature, it is very often best to proceed simply by iterating over a cycle in which the velocity and pressure are solved with the assumption of known viscosity and that is followed by the solution of temperature. Many practical problems have been so solved very satisfactorily. We shall show some of these applications in the field of material forming later on in this chapter.
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In the main part of this chapter we shall consider the solution of viscous, newtonian or non-newtonian fluids and we shall in the main use the CBS algorithm described in Chapter 3 , though on occasion we shall depart from this due to the similarity with the equations of solid mechanics and use a more direct approach either by satisfying the BB stability conditions of Chapter 12 in Volume 1 for the velocity and pressure variables, or by using reduced integration in the context of a pure velocity formulation with a penalty parameter. However, before proceeding further, it is of interest to note that the very special case of zero viscosity can be solved in a very much simpler manner and in the next section we shall d o so. Here we introduce the idea of potential flow with irrotational constraints and with such a formulation the convective acceleration disappears and the final equations become self-adjoint. For such problems the Galerkin approximation can be used directly. We have already discussed this in Chapter 7 of Volume 1.



4.2 Inviscid, incompressible flow (potential flow) In the absence of viscosity and compressibility equations, Eqs (4.1) and (4.2) can be written as dU; --=0 dX;



(4.7)



and du,



d (u,u,) + -1 dP - g, = 0 +ax, P ax,



at



These Euler equations are not convenient for numerical solution, and it is of interest to introduce a potential, 4,defining velocities as



or



If such a potential exists then insertion of (4.9) into (4.7) gives a single governing equation (4.10) which, with appropriate boundary conditions, can be readily solved in the manner described in Chapter 7 of Volume 1. For contained flow we can of course impose the normal velocity u, on the boundaries: 1*



= - -84



dn



(4.11)
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and, as we know from the discussions in Volume 1, this provides a natural boundary condition. Indeed, at this stage it is not necessary to discuss the application of finite elements to this particular equation, which was considered at length in Volume 1 and for which many solutions are available.' In Fig. 4.1 an example of a typical potentia1 solution is given. Of course we must be assured that the potential function exists, and indeed determine what conditions are necessary for its existence. Here we observe that so far we have not used in the definition of the problem the important momentumconservation equations (4.8), to which we shall now return. However, we first note that a single-valued potential function implies that



a2(P



a2q3 ~-



a x , as,



ax,ax,



(4.12)



and hence that, using the definition (4.9),



This is a statement of the irrotationality of the flow which we see is implied by the existence of the potential. Inserting the definition of potential into the first term of Eq. (4.8) and using Eqs (4.7) and (4.13) we can rewrite this equation as (4.14) in which P is the potential of the body forces giving these as g =--



dP



(4.15)



ax,



This is alternatively written as



(



:



V --+H+P



)=O



(4.16)



where H is the enthalpy, given as H = $ uiui + p / p . If isothermal conditions pertain, the specific energy is constant and the above implies that (4.17) for the whole domain. This can be taken as a corollary of the existence of the potential and indeed is a condition for its existence. In steady-state flows it provides the wellknown Bernoulli equation that allows the pressures to be determined throughout the whole potential field when the value of the constant is established.
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Fig. 4.1 Potential flow solution around an aerofoil. Mesh and streamline plots.
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Fig. 4.2 Free surface potential flow, illustrating an axisymmetric jet impinging on a hemispherical thrust reverser (from Sarpkaya and Hiriart3).



Some problems of specific interest are those of flow with a free surface.2p4 Here the governing Laplace equation for the potential remains identical, but the free surface position has to be found iteratively. In Fig. 4.2 an example of such a free surface flow solution is given.3 In problems involving gravity the body force potential is simply P



= gx3



representing gravity forces, and the free surface condition requires that (in two dimensions) 31 ( u2,



+ u3)2



- gx3



=0



Such conditions involve an iterative, non-linear solution, as illustrated by examples of overflows in reference 2 . It is interesting to observe that the governing potential equation is self-adjoint and that the introduction of the potential has side-stepped the difficulties of dealing with convective terms.
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4.3 Use of the CBS algorithm for incompressible or nearly



incompressible flows 4.3.1 The semi-implicit form For problems of incompressibility with K being equal to infinity or indeed when K is very large, we have no choice of using the fully explicit procedure and we must therefore proceed with the CBS algorithm in its semi-implicit form (Chapter 3, Sec. 3.3.2). This of course will use an explicit solution for the momentum equation followed by an implicit solution of the pressure laplacian form (the Poisson equation). The solution which has to be obtained implicitly involves only the pressure variable and we will further notice that, from the contents of Chapter 3, at each step the basic equation remains unchanged and therefore the solution can be repeated simply with different right-hand side vectors. The convergence rate of course depends on the time step used and here we have the time step limitation given by the Courant number



At,



< At



.



I? --



Cr‘t -



14



(4.18)



for inviscid problems and for viscous problems



At,



h2 < Atc,i, = 2v



(4.19)



is an additional limitation. Here we note immediately that the viscosity lowers the limit quite substantially and therefore convergence may not be exceedingly rapid. The examples which we shall show nevertheless indicate its good performance and on each of the figures we give the number of iterations used to arrive at final solutions. The classical problem on which we would like to judge the performance is that of the closed cavity driven by the motion of a lid?’ There are various ways of assuming the boundary conditions but the most common is one in which the velocity along the top surface increases from the corner node to the driven value in the length of one element (so-called ramp conditions).+ The solution was obtained for different values of Reynolds number thus testing the performance of the viscous formulation. The problem has been studied by many investigators and probably the most detailed investigation was that of Ghia et d.,’ in which they quote many solutions and data for different Reynolds numbers. We shall use those results for comparison. In the first figure, Fig. 4.3, we show the geometry, boundary conditions and finite element mesh. The mesh is somewhat graded near the walls using a geometrical progression. t Some investigators use the leaking lid formulation in which the velocity along the top surface is constant and varies to zero within an element in the sides. It is preferable however to use the formulation where velocity is zero on all nodes of the vertical sides.
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Fig. 4.3 Lid-driven cavity. Geometry, boundary conditions and mesh.



The velocity distribution along the centre-line for four different Reynolds numbers ranging from 0 when we have pure Stokes flow to the Reynolds number of 5000 is shown in Fig. 4.4. Similarly, the pressure distribution along the central horizontal line is given in Fig. 4.5 for different Reynolds numbers. In Fig. 4.6 we show the contours of pressure and stream function again for the same Reynolds numbers. In Fig. 4.7 we compare the pressure distribution at the mid-height of the cavity for different meshes at Reynolds number equal to zero (Stokes flow). The reader will observe how closely the results obtained by the CBS algorithm follow those of Ghia et al.’ calculated using finite differences on a much finer mesh (121 x 121).
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We have already remarked in Chapter 3 that the reduction of the explicit time step due to viscosity can be very inconvenient and may require a larger number of iterations as shown in previous figures. The example of the cavity is precisely in that category and at higher Reynolds numbers the reader will certainly note a very large number of iterations which have to be performed before results become reasonably steady. Here the time step is governed only by the relation given in Eq. (4. IS). We have rerun the problems with a Reynolds number of 5000 using the quasi-implicit solution* which is explicit as far as the convective terms are concerned. The solution obtained is shown in Fig. 4.8. The reader will observe that only a much
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Fig. 4.4 Lid-driven cavity. u, : velocity distribution along vertical centre-line for different Reynolds numbers (semi-implicit form).



smaller number of iterations is required to reach steady state and gives an accurate solution even at the higher Reynolds numbers. Here a solution for a Reynolds number of 10 000 is given in Fig. 4.9.



4.3.3 Fully explicit mode and artificial compressibility ~ - - - " ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ . - ~ "~ ~ ~ ~ - ~~ " ~ - ~~ ~ - " - ~-.*~----"-"
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It is of course impossible to model fully incompressible problems explicitly as the length of the stable time step is simply zero. However, the reader will observe that for steady-state solutions the first term of the continuity equation, i.e.



aP _1 _ c2 at



(4.20)



does not enter the steady-state calculations and we could thus use any reasonably large value of c2 instead of infinity. This artifice has been used with some success and the solution for a cavity is reported in reference 9 so we do not repeat the results here.
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Fig. 4.5 Lid-driven cavity. Pressure distribution along horizontal mid-plane for different Reynolds numbers (semi-implicit form).



As we have mentioned in Chapter 3, it is important when using explicit procedures to make sure that the damping introduced is sufficient for ensuring that an oscillation-free solution can be obtained. With the explicit algorithm the time steps will inevitably be small as they are governed by the compressible wave velocity. It is convenient here, and indeed sometimes essential, to introduce the internal Atint which is different from the external At,,,. This matter is discussed by Nithiarasu et al. in reference 10 where several examples are shown proving the effectiveness of this process.



4.4 Boundary-exit conditions The exit boundary conditions described in the previous chapter (Chapter 3, Sec. 3.6) are tested here for flow past a backward facing step. The geometry and boundary conditions are shown in Fig. 4.10(a). Figures 4.10 and 4.1 1 show the results obtained using the exit boundary conditions discussed in Chapter 3. For the sake of
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Fig. 4.6 Lid-driven cavity Streamlines and pressure contours for different Reynolds numbers (semi-implicit form)
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Fig. 4.7 Pressure distribution at mid-horizontal plane for Stokes flow in a cavity for different meshes (semiimplicit form) and different boundary conditions.



comparison, the results predicted by taking a longer domain downstream are also presented. As shown, the results predicted using the boundary conditions explained in Chapter 3, Sec. 3.6 are very accurate.



4.5 Adaptive mesh refinement We have discussed the matter of adaptive refinement in Chapters 14 and 15 of Volume 1 in some detail. In that volume we have generally strived to obtain the energy norm error to be equal within all elements. The same procedures concerning the energy norm error can be extended of course to viscous flow especially when this is relatively slow and the problem is nearly elliptic. However, the energy norm has little significance at high speeds and here we revert to other considerations which simply give an error indicator rather than an error estimator. Two procedures are available and will be used in this chapter as well as a later one dealing with compressible flows. References 1 1-69 list some of the earlier and latest contributions to the field of adaptive procedures in fluid mechanics.



4.5.1 Second gradient (curvature) based refinement -
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Here the meaning of error analysis is somewhat different from that of the energy norm and we follow an approach where the error value is constant in each element. In what
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Fig. 4.8 Lid-driven cavity. Quasi-implicit solution for a Reynolds number of 5000.



follows we shall consider first-order (linear) elements and the so-called h refinement process in which increased accuracy is achieved by variation of element size. The p refinement in which the order of the element polynomial expression is changed is of course possible. Many studies are available on /ip refinements where both h and p refinements are carried out simultaneously. This has been widely studied by Oden c,t L,11,32.33.51.j2 but we believe that such refinements impose many limitations on
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Fig. 4.9 Lid-driven cavity. Quasi-implicit solution for a Reynolds number of 10 000.



mesh generation and solution procedures and as most fluid mechanics problems involve an explicit time marching algorithm, the higher-order elements are not popular. The determination of error indicators in linear elements is achieved by consideration of the so-called interpolation error. Thus if we take a one-dimensional element of length h and a scalar function 4,it is clear that the error in 4 is of order O ( h 2 )and that
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Fig. 4.10 Flow past a backward facing step. Exercise on exit boundary conditions, Re = 100.



it can be written as (see reference 22 for details) e=Cp-Cp"=ch



2d2Cp -zch dx2



2d2Cp" dx2



(4.21)



where Cp" is the finite element solution and c is a constant. If, for instance, we further assume that Cp = Cp" at the nodes, i.e. that the nodal error is zero, then e represents the values on a parabola with a curvature of d2Cph/dx2.This allows e, the unknown constant, to be determined, giving for instance the maximum



Fig. 4.1 1 Flow past a backward facing step. Solution with a longer domain, Re = 100.
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Fig. 4.12 Interpolation error in a one-dimensional problem with linear shape functions.



interpolation error as (see Fig. 4.12) emax =



1 h2-d’4” -



8



dx2



(4.22)



or an RMS departure error as



1



d24” (4.23) dx2 In deducing the expressions (4.22) and (4.23), we have assumed that the nodal values of the function 4 are exact. As we have shown in Volume 1 this is true only for some types of interpolating functions and equations. However the nodal values are always more accurate than those noted elsewhere and it would be sensible even in one-dimensional problems to strive for equal distribution of such errors. This would mean that we would now seek an element subdivision in which e R M S = -h2 -



dl36



d2$” h2 dx2 =‘ ~



(4.24)



To appreciate the value of the arbitrary constant C occurring in expression (4.24) we can interpret this as giving a permissible value of the limiting interpolation error and simply insisting that d2$” < e/, (4.25) dx2 where e,, = C is the user-specified error limit. If we consider the shape functions of 4 to be linear then of course second derivatives are difficult quantities to determine. These are clearly zero inside every element and infinity at the element nodes in the one-dimensional case or element interfaces in two or three dimensions. Some averaging process has therefore to be used to determine the curvatures from nodally computed values. Before discussing, however, such procedures used for this, we must note the situation which will occur in two or three dimensions. 7
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The extension to two or three dimensions is of course necessary for practical engineering problems. In two and three dimensions the second derivatives (or curvatures) are tensor valued and given as



a20 as, ax,



(4.26)



and such definitions require the determination of the principul values and directions. These principal directions are necessary for element elongation which is explained in the following section. The determination of the curvatures (or second derivatives) of 4’‘needs of course some elaboration. With linear elements (e.g. simple triangles or tetrahedra) the curvatures of 4’’ which are interpolated as $” = N&



(4.27)



are zero within the elements and become infinity at element boundaries. There are two convenient methods available for the determination of curvatures of the approximate solution which are accurate and effective. Both of these follow some of the matter discussed in Chapter 14 of Volume 1 and are concerned with recovery. We shall describe them separately.



Local patch interpolation. Superconvergent values In the first method we simply assume that the values of the function such as pressure or velocity converge at a rate which is one order higher at nodes than that achieved at other points of the element. If indeed such values are more accurate it is natural that they should be used for interpreting the curvatures and the gradients. Here the simplest way is to assume that a second-order polynomial is used to interpolate the nodal values in an element patch which uses linear elements. Such a polynomial can be applied in a least square manner to fit the values at all nodal points occurring within a patch which assembles the approximation at a particular node. For triangles this rule requires at least five elements that are assembled in a patch but this is a matter easily achieved. The procedure of determining such least squares is given fully in Chapter 14 of Volume 1 and will not be discussed here. However once a polynomial distribution of say Q is available then immediately the second derivatives of that function can be calculated at any point, the most convenient one being of course the point referring to the node which we require. On occasion, as we shall see in other processes of refinement, it is not the curvature which is required but the gradient of the function. Again the maximum value of the gradient, for instance of 4, can easily be determined in any point of the patch and in particular at the nodes.



Second method In this method we assume that the second derivative is interpolated in exactly the same way as the main function and write the approximation as (4.28)
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This approximation is made to be a least square approximation to the actual distribution of curvatures, i.e. (4.29) and integrating by parts to give



where M is the mass matrix given by



M=



Io



NTNdQ



(4.31)



which of course can be 'lumped'



4.5.2 Element elongation Elongated elements are frequently introduced to deal with 'one-dimensional' phenomena such as shocks, boundary layers, etc. The first paper dealing with such elongation was presented as early as 1987 by Peraire et ~ 1and. later ~ by~ many authors for fluid mechanics and other problem^.^'-^^ But the possible elongation was limited by practical considerations if a general mesh of triangles was to be used. An alternative to this is to introduce a locally structured mesh in shocks and boundary layers which connects to the completely unstructured triangles. This idea has been extensively used by Hassan et a1.,39,53.56Zienkiewicz and Wu50 and Marchant et 0 1 . ~in~the compressible flow context. In both procedures it is necessary to establish the desired elongation of elements. Obviously in completely parallel flow phenomena no limit on elongation exists but in a general field the elongation ratio defining the maximum to minimum size of the element can be derived by considering curvatures. Thus the local error is proportional to the curvature and making h2 times the curvature equal to a constant, we immediately derive the ratio hmax/h,i,. In Fig. 4.13, XI and X2 are the directions of the minimum and maximum principal values of the curvatures. Thus for an equal distribution of the interpolation error we can write for each nodet (4.32) which gives us the stretching ratio s as



(4.33)



t Principal curvatures and directions can be found in a manner analogous to that of the determination of principal stresses and their directions. Procedures are described in standard engineering texts.
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Fig. 4.13 Element elongation 6 and minimum and maximum element sizes



With the relations given above, we can formulate the following steps to adaptively refine a mesh:



1. Find the solution using an initial coarse mesh. 2. Select a suitable representative scalar variable and calculate the local maximum and minimum curvatures and directions of these at all nodes. 3 . Calculate the new element sizes at all nodes from the maximum and minimum curvatures using the relation in Eq. (4.32). 4. Calculate the stretching ratio from the ratio of the calculated maximum to minimum element sizes (Eq. 4.33). If this is very high, limit it by a maximum allowable value. 5 . Remesh the whole domain based on the new element size, stretching ratios and the direction of stretching. To use the above procedure, an efficient unstructured mesh generator is essential. We normally use the advancing front technique operating on the background mesh principle2* in most of the examples presented here.1 The information from the previous solution in the form of local mesh sizes, stretching ratio and stretching direction are stored in the previous mesh and this mesh is used as a background mesh for the new mesh. In the above steps of anisotropic mesh generation, to avoid very small and large elements (especially in compressible flows), the minimum and maximum allowable sizes of the elements are given as inputs. The maximum allowable stretching ratio is also supplied to the code to avoid bad elements in the vicinity of discontinuities. I t is generally useful to know the minimum size of element used in a mesh as many flow solvers are conditionally stable. In such solvers the time step limitation depends very much on the element size. The procedure just described for an elongated element can of course be applied for the generation of isotropic meshes simply by taking the maximum curvature at every point. The matter to which we have not yet referred is that of suitably choosing the variable 4 to which we will wish to assign the error. We shall come back to this matter later but it is clear that this has to be a well-representative quantity available from the choice of velocities, pressures, temperature, etc. iAnother successful unstructurcd mesh generator is based o n Delaunay triangulation. The reader can obtain more information by consulting references 54, 59-62. 65-67. 74-85.
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The nature of the fluid flow problems is elliptic in the vicinity of the boundaries often forming so-called viscous boundary layers though some distance from the boundaries the equations become almost hyperbolic. For such hyperbolic problems it is possible to express the propagation type error in terms of the gradient of the solution in the domain. In such cases the error can be considered as



84 dn



12-=



c



(4.34)



where n is the direction of maximum gradient and h is the element size (minimum size) in the same direction. The above expression can be used to determine the minimum element size at all nodes or other points of consideration in exactly the same manner as was done when using the curvature. However the question of stretching is less clear. At every point a maximum element size should be determined. One way of doing this is of course to return to the curvatures and find the curvature ratios. Another procedure to determine the maximum size of element is described by Zienkiewicz and W U . ~ In ' this the curvature of the streamlines is considered and h,, is calculated as



h,,,



d SR



(4.35)



where R is the radius of curvature of the streamline and 6 is a constant that varies between 0 and 1. Immediately the ratio between the maximum and minimum element size gives the stretching ratio.



4.5.4 Choice of variables ,-x"--yIxI---~x-~-.-~-~-- -
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In both methods of mesh refinement, i.e. those following curvatures and those following gradients, a particular scalar variable needs to be chosen to define the mesh. The question of the suitable choice of the variable is an outstanding one and many authoritative procedures have been proposed. The simplest procedure is to consider only one of the many variables and here the one which is efficient is simply the absolute value of the velocity vector, i.e 1111. Such a velocity is convenient both for problems of incompressible flow and, as we shall see later, for problems of compressible flow where local refinement is even more important than here. (Very often in compressible flows the Mach number, which in a sense measures the same quantity, has been used.) Of course other variables can be chosen or any combination of variables such as velocities, pressures, temperatures, etc., can be used. Certainly in this chapter the absolute velocity is the most reasonable criterion. Some authors have considered using each of the problem variables to generate a new me~h.~"'~.'' However this is rather expensive and we believe velocity alone can give accurate results in most cases.
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Fig. 4.14 Lid-driven cavity, Re = 5000 Adapted meshes using curvature and gradient based refinements and solutions
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4.5.5 Some examples I
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Here we show some examples of incompressible flow problems solved using the abovementioned adaptive mesh generation procedures. In the first problem of driven flow in a cavity which we have previously examined is again used. We use an initial uniform mesh with 481 nodes and 880 elements. Final meshes and solutions obtained by both curvature and gradient based procedures are shown in Fig. 4.14. In general the curvature based procedure gives a wide band of refined elements along the circulation path (Fig. 4.14a). However, the number of refined elements along the circulation path is smaller when the gradient based refinement is used (Fig. 4.14b). Both the meshes give excellent comparison with the benchmark solution of Ghia et aL5 (Fig. 4.14~).



Fig. 4.15 Flow past a backward facing step, Re = 229. Adapted meshes using curvature and gradient based refinements and solutions.
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A similar exercise has been carried out for the flow over a backward facing step which was also considered previously. Figure 4.15 shows the initial mesh and final meshes obtained from curvature and gradient based procedures. As we can see, a more meaningful mesh is obtained using the gradient based procedure in this case. In the adaptive solutions shown here we have not used any absolute value of the desired error norm as the definition of a suitable norm presents certain difficulties, though of course the use of energy norm in the manner suggested in Volume 1 could be adopted. We shall use such an error requirement in some later problems.



4.6 Adaptive mesh generation for transient problems In the preceding sections we have indicated various adaptive methods using complete mesh regeneration with error indicators of the interpolation kind. Obviously other methods of mesh refinement can be used (mesh enrichment or r refinement) and other procedures of error estimating can be employed if the problem is nearly elliptic. One such study in which the energy norm is quite effectively used is reported by Wu et In that study the full transient behaviour of the Von Karman vortex street behind a cylinder is considered and the results are presented in Fig. 4.16. In this problem, the mesh is regenerated at fixed time intervals using the energy norm error and the methodologies largely described in Chapter 15 of Volume 1. Similar procedures have been used by others and the reader can refer to these



work^.^'.^*



4.7 Importance of stabilizing convective terms We present here the effects of stabilizing terms introduced by the CBS algorithm at low and high Reynolds number flows. These terms are essential in compressible flow computations to suppress the oscillations. However, their effects are not clear in incompressible flow problems. To demonstrate the influence of stabilizing terms, the driven flow in a cavity is considered again for two different Reynold’s numbers, 100 and 5000, respectively. Figure 4.17 shows the results obtained for these Reynolds numbers. The reader will notice only slight effects of stabilization terms at Re = 100. However, at Re = 5000, some oscillations in pressure in the absence of stabilization terms are noticed. These oscillations vanish in the presence of stabilization terms [namely terms proportional to At2 in the momentum equations (3.23) and (3.24)]. In many problems of higher Reynold’s number or compressibility the importance of stabilizing convective terms is more dramatic.



4.8 Slow flows



- mixed and penalty formulations



4.8.1 Analogy with incompressible elasticity Slow, viscous incompressible flow represents the extreme situation at the other end of the scale from the inviscid problem of Sec. 4.2. Here all dynamic (acceleration) forces
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Laminar Flow Airfoils 
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